which is the simplest model that exhibits a liquid-vapour equilibrium and obeys a law of corresponding states. Its three parameters are the size of the hard spheres, , the strength ", and the width of the potential-well. Obviously, the HS potential is recovered when " = 0 , otherwise the range of attraction can be controlled by varying such that various kind of ‡uids can be treated.
The in…nitely short-range limit ( ! 1, and " ! 1) corresponds to the sticky HS model 5 and short ranges of the potential ( < 1:25) are taken as models of colloidal suspensions 6 and protein solutions 7 . Intermediate ranges (1:5 < 2) intend to mimic simple ‡uids, and longer ranges correspond to very shallow potentials, for instance with ! 1, corresponding to the van der Waals mean …eld theory, a limit which is numerically reached 8 for = 3. Therefore, due to the simplicity of its mathematical expression and its applicability to a wide class of ‡uids, the SW model represents a useful benchmark for theoretical developments. Most of the works reported in the literature were devoted to the intermediate-ranged potentials for which the model behaves in a qualitative manner as a normal ‡uid. Some interest has regained recently since it has been shown that short ranges are particularly well-suited to the description of colloids 6, 9, 10 .
A large amount of work was devoted to the understanding of the structural and thermodynamic
properties including the liquid-vapour phase coexistence of the SW ‡uids. Numerical simulations, based on molecular dynamics and Monte-Carlo (MC) methods 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , were mostly used to study to the short-ranged domain 2, 15, 16 . Analytical theories for the structure 17, 18 , thermodynamics 19 , and liquid-vapour coexistence 20 were developed on the basis of either the van der Waals theory or HS perturbation method or the renormalization group (RG) approach 21 for various ranges of the potential. Besides, semi-analytical methods, based on the statistical physics of ‡uids such as the integral equations (IE), which consists in solving numerically the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation
together with an approximate closure relation have been thoroughly used in the seventies and eighties 22 . In this framework, the hierarchical reference theory (HRT) 23 and the self-consistent OZ approximation (SCOZA) 24 are successful to deal with the critical behaviour of the SW ‡uids for various ranges of attraction.
Of particular interest is the integral equation proposed by Sarkisov 25 to treat the structure and the thermodynamics of ‡uids, which has proven to achieve a good degree of thermodynamic consistency 26 . It has been previously applied to a wide class of Lennard-Jones type potentials 27 and also to discontinuous potentials such as the HS 28 and the attractive Yukawa potentials 29 .
The aim of the present work is to investigate the properties of the SW ‡uids covering attraction part of the potential from the short-range to the van der Waals limit on the same footing. For this purpose, the have carried out calculations using the Sarkisov 25, 29 integral equation method coupled with e¢ cient numerical tools, namely, the tangent linear method to get exact derivatives and an adaptative technique 27 . We show that within the present IE approach: (i) a correct description of the pair-correlation functions can be obtained for a wide range of the potential attraction including the colloidal regime and (ii) the liquid-vapour phase diagram as well as the critical parameters can be calculated for the whole domain of for which coexistence exists.
The layout of the paper is the following. Section 2 brie ‡y describes the integral equation method, the thermodynamic properties as applied to the SW model, as well as the numerical techniques to construct the liquid-vapour phase diagrams. The results for the structural properties and the liquid vapour coexistence are presented and discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we summarize and conclude. Let us consider a ‡uid at a temperature T , and number density in which the particles interact through a pair-potential u(r). According to the OZ equation, the total correlation function, h(r), between two particles is de…ned as the sum of the direct correlation function, c(r), and the indirect correlation function, (r):
The integral equation method consists in solving Eq. (2) together with a closure relation whose formal expression for the pair-correlation function g(r) (= h(r) + 1) is
= 1=k B T being the inverse temperature and k B Boltzmann's constant. The bottleneck of the method is that Eq. (3) depends on the bridge function, B(r), which represents an in…nite sum of elementary bridge diagrams 30 . Following Sarkisov's scheme 25 the bridge function is written as
The function B(r) is a functional in terms of the indirect correlation function and also of the interaction potential. In this closure relation, a renormalization concept of the indirect correlation function has been introduced by considering (r) rather than (r) in B(r). Such an idea was implemented by Lee et al. 32 for the Lennard-Jones with (r) = (r) u 2 (r), where u 2 (r) is the attractive part of the pair potential according to the Weeks, Chandler and Andersen (WCA) splitting 31 . For the hard-sphere (HS) potential, an e¢ cient renormalization was found, namely (r) = (r) + f (r)=2, f (r) (= exp( u(r)) 1) being the Mayer function 33 . In a recent work 29 ,
we have extended this renormalization to the hard-core Yukawa potential as 
The compressibility factor Z is determined from the virial equation of states such as :
where P is the pressure. The inverse isothermal compressibility, 1= T , is obtained from a density derivative of the pressure
Finally, the excess chemical potential is calculated using the approximate form proposed by Kyseliov and Martynov 34
The construction of the liquid-vapour coexistence curves is based on conditions of thermal, mechanical and chemical equilibria. The thermodynamic points of the liquid (l) and vapour (v) phases belonging to the binodal line satisfy the relations:
The chemical potentials l and v are obtained from Eq. Eq. (8). Our experience is that the quantity 1= T can be negative when a solution of IE is found in the instable region being therefore beyond the spinodal line.
C. Numerical techniques
The accurate calculation of the structure, thermodynamics and the liquid-vapour coexistence curve relies on e¢ cient numerical tools that are presented brie ‡y in this paragraph. In a …rst stage, successive approximations of the indirect correlation function (r; ; T ) for a given state point ( ; T ) are generated through the following iterative process:
where M is a nonlinear functional derived from the OZ equation in the reciprocal space as
The direct correlation functionc(q) is expressed as a function of (r) in the direct space by means of the closure relation, which in the present work is given by Eqs. (4) and (5). The second stage corresponds to the Newton-Raphson part, in which the functional M is linearized with respect to as:
about initial guess 0 (r) assumed to be su¢ ciently close to the solution (r), i.e. (r) = 0 (r) + (r) with (r) small (the interested reader is referred to 36 for the speci…c expression of M as well as technical details). The NR method, which consists in estimating the unknown di¤erence at each step of the iterative process given by Eq. (11) Secondly, the determination of the thermodynamic quantities of interest have expressions containing not only the pair-correlation function g(r) but also its thermodynamic derivatives either with respect to density or temperature that have to be evaluated. This is the case for the isothermal compressibility given by Eq. (8) . For this purpose the tangent linear method 37 gives us the possibility to compute locally all the thermodynamic functions in an "exact" manner for each state point (T; ), i.e. without having recourse to a …nite di¤erence method. The tangent linear technique is applied directly to the code of Labik et al., using an automatic di¤erentiation tool, namely, the software Odyssee 39 (we refer the interested reader to previous papers for a more detailed description 40 ).
Finally, as the thermodynamic properties are calculated locally at any state point (T; ), an adaptative technique enables us to perform an e¢ cient and accurate systematic mapping of the thermodynamic space, in order to construct easily the binodal and spinodal lines as close to the critical point as possible. The detailed description can be found in a reference paper 27 , and will not be repeated here. It is worth emphasizing that the adaptative technique used here drives the whole process and makes calls to the di¤erentiated code of Labik et al. at each state point needed for the mapping. The latter is started with an initial guess 0 (r; ; T ) and the solution is computed at the nearby state point ( ; T + T ) where T is small enough to get a small di¤erence , which is one of the keys for a fast resolution of the Labik et al. algorithm for successive state points.
Technically, a good compromise between accuracy and speed for the two-dimensional grid is to use an initial temperature step T = 0:01k B =" and density step = 0:01 3 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The central quantities entering the calculation of the thermodynamic functions needed to con- substantially the MC simulation data regarding the height of the …rst peak of g(r) and overestimates the oscillations for distances just beyond r = . It is worth mentioning however that the concordance is still reasonable for = 1:2.
As can be seen in Eqs. (6) to (8), the values of g( + ), g( ) and g( + ) drive the thermodynamics of the SW ‡uid. Table I technique. On the one hand, the pressure and the chemical potential given respectively by Eqs. (7) and (9) are needed for the binodal line and, on the other hand, the inverse compressibility (Eq. (8)), that controls the mechanical stability of the system, yields the spinodal line. For the determination of the critical parameters, we follow the technique described in our preceeding work 27 and we refer the reader to it for further details. In this method, the error bars are controled by …xing the minimum value of the temperature step and that of the density step of the adaptative grid. In the vicinity of the critical point these are 0:001k B =" and 0:001 3 , respectively.
Let us …rst examine the results for the long attraction range (2 < 3). To our best knowledge, no simulation data exist for > 3, above the van der Waals limit 8 . Figure 3 shows the IE curves which are compared to those of the SCOZA method as well as to the Gibbs ensemble Monte-Carlo (GEMC) simulation data of Patel et al. 13 . For = 3 (upper curve) the GEMC simulation data of 2). An overall good agreement is found with respect to GEMC data of Patel et al. 13 for the three values of considered. Interesting enough, for the high density (liquid) branch, it appears that the IE gives better results than the SCOZA for = 1:5 and = 1:75. For the coexistence curves, calculated for the shorter range of attraction and shown in Figure 5 , a di¤erent situation emerges. In the case of = 1:25, both the IE and SCOZA, which give similar results, fail to reproduce the high density branch when compared to the simulation data of Patel et al. 13 and del Rio et al. 14 . For = 1:375, this is also the case, nevertheless the IE approach gives better predictions. It is worth mentioning however that, for 1:25 2 the critical parameters inferred from the IE (see Table II ) are close to the SCOZA ones, and are also in reasonable agreement with the MC data. It appears that, away from the critical region, the IE is more reliable than the SCOZA for the liquid branch of the coexistence curve.
As can be seen on shown that such a "metastable" liquid-vapour coexistence could be determined by simulation 16 down to = 1:15. In the same spirit, we have tested the ability of the IE method to determine 9 Figure 5 shows the binodal lines obtained for = 1:20 and = 1:175. The critical temperatures and densities predicted by our IE approach are lower that those obtained from HRT. We mention that below = 1:175, no binodal line could be calculated and the value of 1:175 can by considered as the limit for the present integral equation scheme, which is very close to that found from the computer simulation 16 .
IV. CONCLUSION
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